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ABSTRACT. Genomic sequence comparison across species has en-
abled the elucidation of important coding and regulatory sequences en-
coded within DNA. Of particular interest are the noncoding regulatory
sequences, which influence gene transcriptional and posttranscriptional
processes. A phylogenetic footprinting strategy was employed to iden-
tify noncoding conservation patterns of 39 human and bovine ortholo-
gous genes. Seventy-three conserved noncoding sequences were iden-
tified that shared greater than 70% identity over at least 100 bp. Thir-
teen of these conserved sequences were also identified in the mouse
genome. Evolutionary conservation of noncoding sequences across di-
verse species may have functional significance, and these conserved
sequences may be good candidates for regulatory elements.
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INTRODUCTION

Increasing interest in genome structure and function has resulted in improved tools for
comparative genomics. Putative coding and regulatory sequences have been identified by ge-
nomic sequence analysis of diverse species. Noncoding sequences have been shown to influ-
ence gene transcriptional and posttranscriptional processes (Huang and Gorman, 1990; Liu and
Redmond, 1998; Wedemeyer et al., 2000; Mazumber et al., 2003). Although noncoding DNA
exhibits more sequence variation across species than exons, some of these sequences have
been retained by selective pressure (Jareborg et al., 1999). These conserved noncoding se-
quences (CNS) may be candidate regulatory elements. Phylogenetic footprinting is a method
that identifies regulatory elements in nonfunctional DNA, by using alignment-based comparisons of
orthologous noncoding sequences from different species (Tagle et al., 1988; Blanchette et al., 2002;
Peirce, 2004). This experimental approach identifies important sequences whose function is not
clearly understood, based on the idea that important regulatory modules remain under selective
pressure during evolution, and comparison of two (or more) genomes will identify the conserved
sequences that are most likely to be biologically relevant (Weitzman, 2003). The comparative
sequence analyses generally use orthologous genes to identify similarities and differences be-
tween genomes. Orthologs are genes that are related by vertical descent from a common an-
cestor and encode proteins with the same function in different species (Koonin et al., 1996).

Previous studies have identified both noncoding sequence conservation (Loots et al.,
2000; Batzoglou et al., 2000; Dubchak et al., 2000; Frazer et al., 2001; Chapman et al., 2003;
Williams et al., 2003; Lenhard et al., 2003; Nobrega et al., 2003) as well as sequence divergence
(Larizza et al., 2002; Cooper et al., 2003). These reports demonstrate that a comparative ge-
nomics approach can be an efficient tool for identifying functional sequence elements and for
providing insights into the regulation of genomic machinery. Few studies have utilized cattle as a
target organism. Comparison of human and rodent sequences comprises the bulk of compara-
tive genomic studies. Human-bovine comparative mapping, however, has revealed a high de-
gree of genetic conservation that is as extensive as human-mouse conservation (Womack, 1987;
O’Brien et al., 1988). Using a Zoo-FISH approach, Solinas-Toldo et al. (1995) showed that
each human chromosome, except chromosome Y, hybridizes to one or more bovine chromo-
somes, indicating a high level of conservation between these two organisms. Despite the simi-
larity between human and bovine genomes, most previous efforts that utilized comparison of
bovine sequences with other genomes focused on human genome analysis and studied specific
human chromosome segments (Thomas and Touchman, 2002; Frazer et al., 2003; Thomas et
al., 2003; Williams et al., 2003). Only Hering et al. (1995) focused on the bovine genome, and
they identified conservation of bovine, human, pig, chicken, and rat 5’- and 3’-untranslated
regions (5’- and 3’-UTR) of the chondrocyte link protein (CRTL1) cDNA sequence.

Considering the evidence for human-bovine genetic similarity, and taking into account
the economic importance of identifying and understanding regulation of genetic loci associated
with desirable traits, we examined sequence conservation and candidate functional elements in
noncoding regions of 39 human and bovine orthologous genes.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

In order to investigate conservation between human and bovine noncoding sequences,
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we searched 1573 Bos taurus genes from the Bovmap database (http://locus.jouy.inra.fr/; ac-
cessed September 2002). Genes that had incomplete mRNA and protein sequences, and that
had no noncoding sequences comparable to Homo sapiens sequences present in the Locuslink
database (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/LocusLink/; Pruitt and Maglott, 2001) were excluded.
Moreover, nucleotide and amino acid sequences that showed lesser than 70% identity between
humans and bovines were also excluded. Thirty-nine genes were identified as orthologous be-
tween humans and bovines. Comparable noncoding sequences of these genes (Table 1) were
obtained from the GenBank® database (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/GenBank/; Benson et al.,
2003) and extracted with the SeqVista graphical tool (Hu et al., 2003). When multiple acces-
sions existed for the same sequence, the longest sequence was chosen. The pairwise human/
bovine alignments were performed by Avid alignment algorithm and were displayed with the
Vista graphical server (http://www.gsd.lbl.gov/vista/; Bray et al., 2003), both applying default
parameters. A CNS was identified as orthologous regions sharing at least 70% sequence iden-
tity across at least 100 bp.

Noncoding sequences that showed conservation between human and bovine were an-
alyzed in multispecies comparisons, using the mouse as the third organism. Mouse sequences
were obtained from GenBank®. Human/bovine/mouse alignments were performed using Avid
alignment algorithm and were displayed using the Vista graphical server (Mayor et al., 2000; Bray et
al., 2003). Cutoff criteria for defining actively CNS were calculated using intersection/union
analyses available at the Vista server. The actively CNS were identified as the sequences that
were conserved in all three pairwise alignments: human-bovine, human-mouse and bovine-mouse.
Human/bovine/mouse alignments were displayed using ClustalW (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/clustalw/;
Higgins et al., 1994) and Genedoc (http://www.psc.edu/biomed/genedoc/; Nicholas et al., 1997)
programs in order to visualize identical nucleotide positions of the actively CNS.

RESULTS

One hundred and sixteen human/bovine alignments corresponding to 95 introns, fifteen
3’-UTRs and six 5’-UTRs were generated. Twenty-eight of the 39 orthologous genes showed
conservation in their noncoding sequences. Seventy-three CNSs with ≥70% identity over ≥100
bp were obtained in 36 introns, twelve 3’-UTRs and one 5’-UTR, totaling 49 noncoding se-
quences (Table 2). The CNSs ranged from 101 to 485 bp for introns, from 102 to 1116 bp for 3’-
UTRs and 131 bp for 5’-UTRs. The conservation of these CNSs ranged from 70 to 93.7% for
introns, from 70 to 91.7% for 3’-UTRs, and 73.3% for the 5’-UTRs.

The 49 human and bovine noncoding sequences in which conservation was detected
were submitted to multiple alignment analysis with the corresponding orthologous mouse se-
quences, using the Avid algorithm. Vista plots (Figure 1) were produced to determine actively
CNSs in the human/bovine/mouse alignments. Sequence conservation peaked in intron 3 of
RPL3 (Figure 1). The cutoff criteria established by intersection/union analyses for each se-
quence ranged from 51 to 100% conservation over 100 bp for human/bovine alignments, and
from 50 to 99% conservation over 100 bp for bovine/mouse alignments.

Forty-five human”bovine CNSs were identified by Vista multiple analysis. Of these 45
sequences, 13 exhibited at least 70% conservation in the three pairwise alignments (human/
bovine, human/mouse and bovine/mouse) and were considered actively CNSs. The genes that
showed actively CNSs in 3’-UTRs included CRTL1, FBN1, LIF, LUM, PDE5A, and PPP1R8,
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Gene Noncoding Human accession number Bovine accession number
symbol sequence

ACTA1 Introns M20543 U02285
AVP Introns X62890 X00503
CYP21A2 Introns M26856 M11267
FDX1 Introns M23665 and M23668 M19474 and D00470
FSHB Introns M54914 M83753
HBB Introns L26462 X00376
INHBA Introns X57578 U16239
KRT10 Introns X14487 X02870
NPPA Introns K02043 M13145
ODC1 Introns M81740 U36394
OXT Introns M11186 X00502
PNMT Introns X52730 M36706
PPY Introns M11726 L33970
PTH Introns J00301 K01938
RHO Introns U49742 U89240
RPL3 Introns AJ238852 AJ238851
SLC11A1 Introns D50402 AF064488
SLC25A11 Introns X66114 X66115
SLC25A3 Introns X77337 X77338
STAT5A Introns AJ412877, AJ412878, AJ242522 and AJ237937

AJ412879, AJ412880,
AJ412881, AJ412882,

AJ412883, AJ412884, and
AJ412885

STAT5B Introns AJ412888, AJ412890, AJ237934, AJ237935 and
AJ412891, AJ412892, AJ237936
AJ412893, AJ412894,

AJ412896, and AJ412898
TNF Introns X02910 AF011926
UCP1 Introns X51952 AF139921
BGN 3’-UTR U11686 U68143
CHAD 3’-UTR U96769 U08018
FBN1 3’-UTR X63556 L28748
LUM 3’-UTR U18728 L11063
NRG1 3’-UTR L41827 L12259
PDE5A 3’-UTR AJ004865 L16545
PPP1R8 3’-UTR U14575 Z50748
PRSS7 3’-UTR U09860 U09859
RPE65 3’-UTR U18991 L11356
SERPINF1 3’-UTR U29953 AF017058
CYB5 5’-UTR AH003052 M63326
SCD 5’-UTR AF320307 AB075020
CRTL1 3’ and 5’-UTR M63579 and X17405 U02292
PTGS2 3’ and 5’-UTR U04636 AF031698
COX4I1 Introns and 3’-UTR AF017115 AH003440, U11068,

U11069, and U11070
LIF Introns and 3’-UTR M27053 D50337 and U65394

Table 1. GenBank accession numbers of noncoding sequences of 39 orthologous human and bovine genes.
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while ODC1, RPL3, SLC25A11, SLC25A3, and TNF showed active conservation in introns.
The identical nucleotides of these sequences were verified by Genedoc alignments. An example
of the conservation of RPL3 intron 3 is shown in Figure 2.

The percentage identities of all actively CNS identified from the human/bovine/mouse
alignments were determined. The most conserved sequence identified was a portion of RPL3
intron 3; the least conserved sequence identified was a portion of PDE5A 3’-UTR (Table 3).
The length of the conserved sequences ranged from 92 to 913 bp.

CNS = conserved noncoding sequence.

Noncoding Number of noncoding Number of noncoding Number of CNSs
sequence sequences analyzed sequences containing CNSs

Introns 95 36 47
3’-UTRs 15 12 25
5’-UTRs 6 1 1

Table 2. Comparison of the results of noncoding sequences obtained from AVID/VISTA analysis.

Figure 1. Vista plot corresponding to intron 3 of the RPL3 gene. The positions of the sequences are shown in the
horizontal axis and the percent identities (50-100%) are indicated in the vertical axis. The pink peak represents an
actively conserved noncoding sequence identified in the three pairwise alignments - human/bovine, human/mouse and
bovine/mouse.

Alignment 1
Segs: homo/bos
Criteria: 100%, 100 bp
Regions: 1

Alignment 2
Segs: homo/mus
Criteria: 98%, 100 bp
Regions: 1

Alignment 3
Segs: mus/bos
Criteria: 99%, 100 bp
Regions: 1

x-axis: homo
Resolution: 1
Window size: 100 bp
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Figure 2. Alignment of human, bovine and mouse RPL3 gene (intron 3) using the Genedoc multiple alignment program.
Note the identical positions of nucleotides.

DISCUSSION

The objective of our analysis was to identify conservation between human and bovine
orthologous noncoding sequences. Our human/bovine comparison is based on phylogenetic
footprinting, the principle that important regulatory modules are retained via selective pressure
during evolution, and that comparison of at least two divergent genomes can reveal conserved

Gene Noncoding % Identity of % Identity of % Identity of
symbol sequence human/bovine CNS human/mouse CNS bovine/mouse CNS

ODC Intron 1 85.9 83.6 85.9
RPL3 Intron 3 100 97.4 99

Intron 7 89 92.2 88.5
SLC25A11 Intron 1 86.5 78.8 79.4
SLC25A3 Intron 3 85.8 84.4 94.1

Intron 5 92.4 91.1 89.8
TNF Intron 3 86.9 74.7 76.2
CRTL1 3’UTR 98.1 89.2 90.2
FBN1 3’UTR 97.5 78.8 83.1
LIF 3’UTR 81.9 75.5 72.8
LUM 3’UTR 92.3 82.4 78.8
PDE5A 3’UTR 79.4 72.6 70.4
PPP1R8 3’UTR 98.2 95.4 95.4

Table 3. Percentage identities of actively conserved noncoding sequences (CNS) determined using VISTA multiple
alignments.
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sequences that are most likely to be biologically relevant (Weitzman, 2003).
Most of the 3’-UTRs possessed CNSs, while only 36 of 95 introns shared CNSs. There

were much more CNSs in 3’-UTRs than in introns, which is in accordance with a previous
study that identified highly conserved regions in a set of genes from mammals, birds, amphib-
ians, and bony fishes (Duret and Bucher, 1997). They found that conserved sequences were
three times more frequent in 3’-noncoding regions than in introns.

The percentage identity that we observed was higher in 3’-UTRs (average identity =
77.2%) than in introns (average identity = 73.2%). This result agrees with the expectation that
untranslated regions are more conserved than introns because of their crucial role in post-
transcriptional and post-translational processes. Similar results were obtained by Jareborg et al.
(1999), who compared 77 orthologous mouse and human gene pairs and found almost 10 times
more 90% identical regions in 3’- and 5’-UTRs than in introns. Only 1% of the introns showed
this high identity. In our study, the most identical CNSs were those found in FBN1 3’-UTR,
which showed 303 bp and 91.7% identity, and in PPP1R8 3’-UTR, which showed 81.2% iden-
tity over 1116 bp.

One of the six 5’-UTRs possessed a conserved sequence, which was less identical
than 3’-UTRs and intron CNSs. The lack of identity of the 5’-UTR conserved sequence is a
surprising result because we expected a strong selective pressure on 5’-UTRs, as these se-
quences contain elements involved in the regulation of transcription (Duret and Bucher, 1997).
However, since only one 5’-UTR sequence was analyzed, we cannot generalize about 5’-UTR
conservation across the genome.

With presumably fewer functional constraints, noncoding sequences can accumulate
neutral mutations and can evolve more rapidly than coding portions of the genomes. When a
noncoding sequence encodes some regulatory function, selective pressure may drive sequence
conservation within the region (Jareborg et al., 1999; Nobrega and Pennacchio, 2004). It is
possible that some of the 73 noncoding sequences examined were conserved because of the
short divergence time, given the intermediate evolutionary distance (70-100 Myrs) between
humans and bovines. In this case, the lack of divergence would interfere with the detection of
functional noncoding elements. Thus, it was necessary to compare more than two evolutionary
related species. We further examined human/bovine sequence alignments, comparing them to
mouse orthologous sequences to check the CNS region. Through multiple analyses, we were
able to identify sequences that shared similarities because of functional constraints.

Based on human/bovine/mouse alignments, active conservation was detected in six 3’-
UTRs and seven introns, totalizing 13 noncoding sequences from 11 genes. Assuming that
noncoding sequences that have remained similar during evolution might play roles in gene regu-
lation, the high levels of conservation identified in the assessed sequences may infer functional
elements. Apparently, significant similarity exists between human and bovine noncoding gene
sequences, and comparative analysis of noncoding sequences between these two genomes
provides putative regulatory sequences that can be experimentally tested to confirm if they
participate in gene regulation. These results will help elucidate the regulation process of these
genes in human and bovine genomes.
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